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 Domains, keywords and traffic estimates are estimated. Generated on Friday, 18 January 2016 10:32 AM Daily: Unique Visitors - 20 / Traffic - 22 / Search Engine Spots - 1 Protect your business against Hacker Attack Use it before they use it against you. About the author WordPress.org is a powerful content management system for websites and blogs. One of its most powerful features is the ability
to extend its functionality using plugins. There are over one million plugins available for WordPress and about half of them are free. We have chosen to highlight 25 free WordPress plugins that you should try. These are all functional, some really good, some not so good. In no particular order, here they are. 25 Free Plugins for WordPress Sticky Posts WordPress Plugin Sticky posts are posts that stay

at the top of the page when scrolling down. On this page, you are going to see a slider that has four posts (5-10) to choose from. When you press the "add new sticky post" button, it will display the post in the bottom of the page. So, you can make your content sticky without changing the whole blog post format. If you want to create a sticky post for your blog, this plugin is really good. Simple Page
Builder WordPress Plugin If you want to make your site look more professional and clean, you need to use this plugin. This plugin has great visual elements and features and lets you create an interesting and attractive page. You can upload a pre-built page template or upload a custom one. It has many features that will give your blog a professional look and give your visitors an amazing experience.

Number of other features include slideshows, media gallery, responsive layouts, customizable widgets, blog page, and much more. Subscribers Manage WordPress This is another free plugin that helps you manage all your subscribers. You can manage all the subscription settings from one place. You can manage the number of subscribers, the delete/unsubscribe buttons, and much more. Some features
of this plugin are: automatic e-mail notifications, RSS, FB, Twitter, and much more. Parallax Gravity Lite Parallax Gravity is the most popular Parallax plugin, but it's been updated. This new version has more than 1000 new options, as well as many new features, such as animations, font 82157476af
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